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From the Editorial Board
It is no use saying, 'We are doing our best.' You have got to succeed in doing what is necessary.
-Winston Churchill
The success of the yet another event )nternational Conference on Energy and )nfrastructure )CE) speaks volumes about SPM’s academic & professional initiatives. Esteemed
speakers and delegates who flew from all over the world shared a common forum of discussion
which enriched the young minds and opened new pathways to pave their way ahead.

And we, at SPM plan to repeat this success feat with the next happening- The SPM Annual
Fest. This is a platform for all the B-school students and corporate to participate and prove
their mettle in academics, sports and cultural events.

So, the preparations for the big show at SPM are at its peak; not just doing the best possible, each member of the SPM family has anticipated success for the forthcoming event as well.

Final & Summer Placements activities are underway in cohorts and with anticipation in
the air, all of us are confident of putting up a great show.

Additions to the plate at hand are the upcoming Midterm exams. Not to mention projects
on hand, assignments, college events and the sessions.
That’s life at SPM: Demanding, Fast Paced yet FULF)LL)NG.

This issue covers articles on topics like Waste Management, India’s Central Asian Diplomacy, Project Insurance, Management Information Systems. This newsletter offers a platform for students to express their experiences and views. We hope that it drives this process of
partaking of knowledge and becomes a name to reckon with.
Editorial Team:

Anu Mary Tom, Darshit Paun, Muzaffar Waris, Poornima Kulkarni, Suman
Rathod, Swapnil Rayjada

Editorial Advisor: Dr. Pramod Paliwal
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Director’s Message
Greetings from SPM-PDPU, Gandhinagar!

Last month saw the entire SPM family galvanized in action for the )nternational Conference on Energy and )nfrastructure – )CE)
. )t was an enthralling experience of highest academic caliber in the energy domain with scholars and experts from across the country and some
from overseas sharing their knowledge and perspectives on the prospects and challenges of managing the energy and infrastructure industries and businesses in emerging economies. Scholars
from the academic fraternity and experts from energy sector opened up new areas of learning for
the cosmopolitan audience of students, faculty and industry representatives through panel discussions, research based presentations and sharing academic research output.

After a grand academic event, as a promise to our most important stakeholders – our students; month of February
shall see the school fraternity engaging in the organization of the
biggest extra-curricular activity for SPM the Annual Fest
– comprising of four segments.
While engaging with the alumni through the annual Alumni Meet, more is in store for teams from
the corporate and academic world – Catalyst the Business Meet, Energy Cup the Sports Meet and
Reprise the Cultural Meet.

Bringing together a number of corporate teams and student teams from business schools
from all over )ndia including some of the top names in both categories ) shall share the names in
the next edition!!! SPM students shall showcase their talent in organizing the extra-curricular
event. And it is not just organizing that they shall be doing, while hosting a number of teams they
shall also be pitting their might, both intellectual and on the playgrounds against the best of talent
from other schools and corporate over more than
different games and competitions.
May the best team win! Poised to spreading the sporting spirit, the multiple events shall
offer opportunities to learn variety of skills and sharpen the wits in a variety of ways.

) take this opportunity to invite one and all to partake at the SPM Annual Fest at School of
Petroleum Management, PDPU Gandhinagar with all the zeal and zest that you can muster and
prepare to take away long cherish-able memories and new friendships.
Season’s Greetings!

Dr. Hemant Trivedi

Director,
School of Petroleum Management, PDPU,
GANDHINAGAR (Gujarat)
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Waste Management–An opportunity

The current lifestyle of modern consumer has
been causing a huge worldwide waste issue. Local bodies have been searching for new thrash
land areas where our waste can be dumped as existing sites have reached above their landfill capacities. This is has a devastating impact on ecosystems and cultures throughout the world. Some
alternative energy companies have come up with
new ideas to recycle waste by generating electricity from landfill waste, some of these innovations
are being implemented and others are still in incubation cells the current article in an attempt to
throw some light on waste to energy technology
and it potential in India.

This waste can be managed by disposing in landfills, incineration, recycling, reusing, biological
reprocessing and producing energy. The problem
with these processes is that it leads to further pollution as the waste consists of various harmful
things like mercury, PVC, household pesticide
cans and batteries which releases toxic gasses,
noxious chemicals, dioxins and furans. Thus it
makes waste management a critical process. And
it has to be managed properly so that it does not
further contribute to environmental pollution.

In today’s scenario waste generation has higher
rate than the rate of its disposal. Current municipal solid waste generation in India is 240MT/year
and if segregated and reused our garbage will be
of worth $2.56 billion. The land availability in
India is also a big issue. Plastic waste generation
at such a rapid rate leads to the critical need for
waste management.

New technologies and govt policies are to be developed for managing this issue. Private players
and government bodies are entering into market.
The problem is the lack of policies and infrastructure. In Delhi, one of the project, the Narela
Bawana waste-to-energy plant which was
planned to start generating 25MW of electricity
from August 2013, will now be taking more 6
months to 1 year time period to start generation.
The financial issues and delay in paperwork were
the reasons given by the authorities. Due to delay
three of the sites Bhalaswa, Okhla and Ghazipur
for land filling have exhausted their capacity and
are mountains of piled up waste waiting for being
treated.

Per capita waste generation in India is around
0.5kg/day. Out of total waste of 240MT generated in India every year 48% consists of biodegradable, 25% inerts, 9% plastics, 8% paper and
rest 10% consists of metals, rags, glass and other
wastes. Out of which only around 30 % is recycled in our country. From these figures it is clear
that there is need to spread awareness. Also serious actions and policies are needed to make some

The National Green Tribunal warned the Jindal
Group that its waste-to-energy plant in South
Delhi could face closure if it did not improve pollution-control measures. This happened as there
was no proper segregation of solid municipal
waste before it is burnt in the plant which leads to
polluting atmosphere near the vicinity of the
plant. The orders were given while hearing an
application that claimed the plant was causing

Alternate energy, non-conventional energy, the
future etc. many names have been given to “THE
WASTE MANAGEMENT FOR ENERGY”. So
what is it? More important question is “why do
we need it?”
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Jalaj Malhotra, PGP 13
positive impact from this lost opportunity.
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serious environmental pollution resulting in
health hazards to residents living near the plant.
Though assurance was given by the plant operators, Central Pollution Control Board discovered
that dioxin and furan emissions from it were over
40 times the limit. Comparing to inclinators operating in Germany and Switzerland cities works
on zero tolerance system the experience in
Delhi for waste-toenergy has been bad.

Other issue which is
present is that the privatization is of waste
management and new
technologies for wasteto-energy are displacing waste pickers.
This part of our society
work for welfare society and environment, while they themselves live in
such a vulnerable condition. But the large faction
of society is largely unaware of their contribution
and ignores them. This section of the society survives with no social security. While travelling by
Indian railway we might have observed the
amount of garbage spread around the tracks.
Who is responsible for this? We cannot put all
the blame on Indian railways; people should also
understand their responsibility towards environment and society. Indian railway has taken few
steps. Apart from pantry cars, railways have introduced housekeeping staff which is on contract
on most of the trains. They collect thrash from
each compartment. The privatization and PPP
contracts introduced in this waste collection sector has forced waste pickers out. Pune is one of
the cities where a waste pickers’ union is present.
This was possible because of efforts of an NGO,
which has helped the waste pickers to stay in
business and carry on with their life. They are

working for cleaning our environment. Similar
NGO initiatives are present in other cities like
Delhi. One NGO has started waste collection
with door-to-door pickup service.
According to the report of national solid waste
association of India, if the huge amount of waste
which India generates
is efficiently managed,
then energy equivalent
to 58 million barrels of
oil can be extracted.
Thus, development of
new technologies and
techniques like composting
and
biomethanation which has
worked
successfully
elsewhere needs to be
developed. More important is to create
awareness and educate the population regarding
importance of waste management. Thinking in
this direction will help us to be cleaner, greener,
energy efficient, healthier and most importantly,
blissful country.
References
[1] www.hindustantimes.com/India-news/
NewDelhi/Waste-to-energy-plant-at-Narelato-miss-deadline-yet-again/Article11119897.aspx
[2] articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/201110-06/news/30250476_1_plant-op-jindalgroup-waste-incinerator
[3]

http://www.hindustantimes.com/India-news/
NewDelhi/NGT-threatens-to-shut-Okhlawaste-plant/Article1-1120494.aspx

[4] www.livemint.com/
Specials/5dfb91arZ5lpw1h9bKX2cN/Waste
-management-a-lost-opportunity.html
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India’s Central Asian diplomacy can find common ground with
China
Manish Vaid*
Observer Research Foundation
India's delays in making its presence felt in Central Asia are a result of Russia's re-engagement
with Central Asian countries, the jaded efforts of
the US, particularly after the withdrawal from
Afghanistan, and China's energy and connectivity
policy.

China has clinched $100 billion energy deals
with Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan,
dubbing it a "Silk Road Economic Zone" to openly counter the US version of the "New Silk Road"
via the oceans, in which India is a major player.

This is in addition to the unstable political scenario in Pakistan and Afghanistan, which otherwise
could well have served as connecting points for
India to Central Asia.

As far as Russia is concerned, its disapproval of
India's planned military presence in the Ayani
airbase, built with the support of Tajikistan, is a
setback.

India started to look at Central Asian countries
last decade for its increasing energy needs. It
planned to curb its over-dependency on its hydrocarbon procurement from the Middle East, thereby strengthening its energy security.

The US, which till recently supported India's effort in its bid to enter Central Asia, through facilitating Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India
(TAPI) pipeline and Central Asian Regional Economic Cooperation program, along with the
Asian Development Bank, has visibly fallen
back. And the cascading effect of US withdrawal
can be felt in the political economy of Pakistan
and Afghanistan and their relationships with India.

In 2005, for instance, then petroleum minister
Mani Shankar Aiyar planned to connect nonOPEC Asian oil producers in Central Asia with
the energy hungry countries of China, Japan, Korea and India, through creating an Asian energy
grid.
India's efforts were only done in bits and pieces,
characterized by an unenthusiastic approach to
Central Asian countries.
It was outsmarted by more inclusive players like
Russia and China.
Central Asia, which is seen by India as a potential
region to explore its wider energy options in the
form of hydrocarbons, hydro-electric power and
uranium reserves, is apparently slipping out of its
hands largely due to the energy stance of other
countries which have concerns in the region.
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But despite these limiting forces, it is not all over
for India, and hence the Ministry of External Affairs came out with a new approach in dealing
with the situation in Central Asia with its
"Connect Central Asia" policy in 2012.
If this policy is followed carefully with adequate
institutional mechanism in place and speedy implementation, India would still find a space in the
region, without heavily depending on the US.
Non-energy cooperation including cultural diplomacy should go concurrently with India's energy
security efforts.
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Pakistan and Afghanistan should not be viewed
as a threat but as an opportunity for India to find
a gateway to Central Asia
through diplomatic means.
Both these countries offer
many opportunities both
bilaterally and multilaterally through projects like the
Central Asia-South Asia
electricity transmission and
trade project and TAPI,
with commercial benefits
to all. And if the three work with Iran, International North-South Transport Corridor can also
be a viable province.

Finally India's efforts in gaining influence in this
region would be massively simplified if China
was no longer seen as its
direct competitor in the region.
A common ground of coexistence could be worked out
between the two.
*Ma ish Vaid is a
SPM-PDPU
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Project Insurance: Risk mitigation requirement for a project
owner
Prashant Dabhi*
Senior Officer,
Finance and Accounts at
GSPC LNG Ltd.
In today’s fast developing world, infrastructure
plays major role and during these projects the
owners have the potential risk of losing investment, if any peril strikes. They are also faced
with the risks of consequential losses due to the
delay in start-up and inherent defects in the structure which may cause losses to the owners. They
have to live with the risks of material damage to
works; Owner’s property and surrounding third
party property. They are further exposed to the
loss of their own manpower due to death or bodily injury to workmen and liability exposures from
the third parties and for managing such risk, role
of Insurance comes in to picture.

Insurance Business in India is primarily considered under two main categories namely Life insurance & General insurance (non-life). The business of insurance is related to protection of economic value of assets and with the same principle
Project insurance has evolved and continues to
change based on market needs, market conditions, underwriting appetitive and applicable
standards. It was initially established to provide
higher, dedicated covers to mitigate risk, particularly for big/large projects.
It is necessary because it allows owners/
contractors/sub-contractors to protect themselves
from unforeseen incidents while also allowing
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them to transfer their risks to insurance company.
Insurance companies are providing various covers to mitigate the risk involved to projects on
case to case basis. Each insurer offering project
insurance has own underwriting criteria, various
limits, and various deductibles and extended reporting period options. Today, certain insurers do
not offer project policies while others only offer
policies on certain project types. They identify
specific information before offering such cover &
specify the same on policy quote (e.g. Name, location and complete description of the project,
details of contractors/
sub-contractors/
consultants/lenders, total estimated construction values and professional fees, duration of
design and construction
phases, limit of liability
and deductible desired
etc.)
From an insured’s point
of view various traditional insurance products are available for
various projects in Indian insurance industry like storage cum erection
policy, construction all risk / erection all risk policy. Such policies are designed to give protection
according to the nature of business i.e. construction/engineering. Such policies are easily available and referred as convenient, easy to understand
and easy documentation policies. It is also to note
that higher the risk higher the quoted premium
but the final agreement among the parties is negotiable. In case projects having project value of
Rs. 2,500 Cr. & higher there are comprehensive
project insurance policies which provide benefits
of all the above mentioned coverage under single
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umbrella. It is a package that covers theft, fire,
machinery breakdown, business interruption or
combination of these in a single go. Industry all
risk is one type of comprehensive insurance policy that provides cover to an industrial unit against
many different risks and there will not be any
need to go for separate insurance policy for different risks. Marine cargo insurance is one very
important cover required for loss or damage of
goods while being transported by rail/road/air or
by sea. Different trade terms are very important
in case of marine cargo
insurance as it specifies
clearly the role of insurer at particular stage.
Further, Advanced loss
of profit/Delay in startup is also an important
cover required when
there has been interference in the erection
work and/or testing
schedule, which results
in a delay to the scheduled date of commencement of the insured
business. It will cover
loss of gross profit due
to the reduction in turnover and increased cost of working i.e. the additional expenditure necessarily and reasonably incurred for the sole purpose of avoiding or diminishing the reduction in turnover. During a recent
global insurance summit in January, 2014, IRDA
chairman mentioned the importance of custom
built policy for all needs for boosting insurance
penetration in India.
Apart from the policies there are various add-on
covers available. Some effective covers are multiple insured, seamless cover, 72 hour, Cover for
extra charges for Air Freight, 50:50 Clause,
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Design defects, Waiver of Subrogation etc. Such
covers are to be chosen wisely so that it may not
impact inversely while insuring the risk. An insured should avoid taking policy such as reasonable precautions, act of default, progress documentation etc. to the extent possible as such clauses
creates obligations and failure to comply will
jeopardize the insurance claim. So, clauses/
warranties not in favour of the objective must be
removed.

surance requires analysis of the risks associated
with a project activities and understanding of various protections to mitigate risks. Big projects
which involve civil, electrical, engineering or mechanical works always entail special handling of
risks and creates confusion for an insured to select which policy, what clauses, which deductibles or endorsements, period of cover for which
experts services are available in the market which
can be used.

About the insurers, given the financial exposures
and complexities associated with insuring project,
it is not surprising that relatively few are leaders
in this business. The current pool of lead insurers
has remained steady over the past few years,
since, unlike other lines of insurance, project insurance does not typically draw newcomers
jumping in for a slice of the market. In Indian
insurance industry, major portion remains with
the government sector organized companies due
to their financial security, multi-line capabilities
and claim settlement. Management of project in-

In conclusion, the severity and intensity of risks
is increasing globally, making insurance mechanism more relevant and easier to be accepted by
various sectors. What required is the hard task of
taking the message of insurance to the masses
and backs it up with a reliable and robust service
delivery system which is cost effective.
(Source: multiple web information)
*Prasha t Da hi is a alu
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Just Do IT!
Palash Acharya, PGP-13
"Information Technology & Businesses are becoming inextricably interwoven. I don't think anybody can talk meaningfully about one without
mentioning the other", says Bill Gates.
Well yes, this was probably said when it were
just the Businesses on the whole which were getting interwoven with IT. Today, this has reached
to such an extent that not just the Businesses as a
whole, but every single sub-operation inside the
businesses has traces of IT.
This article intends to elaborate upon the role of
IT in managing Supply Chains. Information
Technology, by its name itself is bestowed upon
the duty of exchange of Information between different types of people, the Supply Chain participants in this context. When we say that a Supply
Chain begins with a Supplier's Supplier and ends
with a Customer's Customer, it is imperative that
a huge amount of information sharing has to occur. IT takes care of that.
Proportionate increase in malpractices vis-a-vis
high-value transactions has given birth to the
need to monitor operations seamlessly. Information Technology also has a solution to this and
IT systems equipped with Data Capture Facilities
have become asset to different organizations operational at whichever stage of the Supply Chain.
Another important application of IT in Supply
Chain rests in the Analytical aspect. Formulating
Hypotheses and testing them, Algorithm development etc. is taken care of, by IT. IT also plays a
very important role in Forecasting, Decision
Making, Modelling & Planning.
To realize the objectives of Usability, Scalability,
Interoperability & Flexibility are made the various Architectural designs for Applications. Most

IT systems are designed around the Client-Server
Architecture. This Architecture is a Master-Slave
setting of Computers where the Server, being the
more powerful one, aides the Clients. In designing Client-Server Systems, 3-Tier architectures
are most famous. The 3 tiers include1. Presentation Layer (User Interface)

2. Application Layer (Logic Layer)
3. Data Layer (Data Stores)
Popular Presentation Layer technologies include
Web Browsers, Java Server Pages (JSP) or Active Server Pages (ASP), while Application layer
technologies are Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE)
or .NET. Asian websites have shown a greater
trend towards adopting .NET technology while
Western Organizations prefer Java due to its platform independence. Technologies famous for the
Data Layer are JDBC or ODBC.
Business Intelligence (BI) is another recent technology that has, in a very short span of time, become the best friend of the Operations Managers.
BI is of great help in deciding Warehouse Inventories, Re-order variables, Demand Patterns, Cost
& Time implications, Service Levels etc. BI contains specific tools to look at the data more flexibly. Business Intelligence works with a motto of
extracting knowledge out of data. Once a Data
Warehouse is prepared, A nalytics are used to
judge the behaviour patterns by slicing & dicing
of data. To address such "What-If" questions,
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools are
used. These techniques allow setting up and testing of various hypotheses and help reduce the
Bullwhip effect too.
All these aforementioned roles played by IT that
began with Data Dictionary and went onto ERP
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Warehousing, Mining supported by Algorithms,
OLAP Procedures, Dashboarding, Portals are
very important as far as the Supply Chain is concerned and hence with the evolution of Supply
Chains, IT has become an indispensable organ of
the Operations & Production Management domain.
As they say, that there is always a flip side to the
coin, IT also has its own limitations. The criticality of Information sharing is one such limitation.
With increasing sizes of the Supply Chain, loosely coupled applications can lead to disastrous
consequences for companies and the entire SC
orchestration could be disjoint. Requirement of

Standardization is also a critical aspect for Information Technology. The Supply Chain requires a
lot of Third Party data which is neither owned
nor controlled by the parent enterprises. Getting
this data is a big challenge as the external entities
may raise trust issues. To mitigate this challenge,
Vendor-Managed-Inventory (VMI) and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) technologies have been
introduced. IT also faces logistic implications.
Even though IT may be extremely intelligent, it
does not possess Open Eyes. Hence there always
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exists a possibility of manipulation and threat of
compromising with the Supply Chain IT Systems.
In response to these limitations, Organizations
will have to bring in radical changes into their
cultures. Selecting and Staffing right individuals
for right role is one such change. For any IT system to succeed, it must be seen with a Systems
Approach as an Organizational Change, and seldom as a mere forceful technological implementation. IT is not cheap. Hence, Organizations
must proactively dedicate funds for Designing
Efforts for IT Systems, Technology Acquisitions,
Maintenance of IT infrastructure and training of

Supply Chain participants.
IT promises continuous evolution and addition of
powerful applications. RFID, Barcodes, Service
Oriented Architecture (collection of services), IT
outsourcing are examples of growth-imbibing
factors from IT sector for Supply Chains.
As the Organizations widen their focus and Information Technology continues to evolve, the
scope for using IT in Supply Chains continues to
widen.
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Implementation of Management Information System in Apollo
Hospital – A Student Project
As prepared by: Darshit Paun, Muzzafar Khan,
Parth Shukla, Sunjeet Biswal, Swapnil Rayjada
and Vikas Gupta
Courtesy: Krupal Panchal (HIS DepartmentApollo Hospitals, Ahmedabad)

A group of first year students conducted a study
on the implementation of Management Information System in Apollo Hospital chain consisting of 19 hospitals across India. They undertook
a research on the problems faced by the hospital
chain regarding setting up separate servers for
separate applications, managing information
across different versions of UNIX and Windows
and the provision of state of the art security to
each module. This article will provide a brief insight into their study and its outcomes.
It is a universally accepted fact that wireless technologies and internet can improve healthcare but
one should fully understand the need for trustworthy computing to make the best out of it. The
study identified requirement for several information systems like Diagnostic modules, Electronic Patient Record Module, Diagnostic Modules, Inventory and Pharmacy Management, Financing and Budgeting, HR and Payroll and Ancillary Modules for bringing in operational efficiency in the hospital system. System and Software design, testing and customization of the
software, employee training (more than 500 employees), securing multi layered hierarchy driven
authority and security threats and attacks were
the challenges identified in the implementation
and proper functioning of the proposed modules.
Currently, the hospital chain uses Wipro Technologies operated data security system and Pan-

India centralized data by TCS Med Manta Software (excluding Ahmedabad Apollo). The Management Information System practices adopted
by the hospital chain involve data alteration access restricted to senior doctors alone, non- editable PDF and Fax based data sharing between
Apollo Hospital in Ahmedabad and other hospitals, securing information by denying the use of
code generating dongles and the use of Doctorscabin.com website by patients to schedule
OPD/IPD as well as operation date.
The team undertook a field visit to Apollo Hospital, Ahmedabad and tried to understand the functioning and operations of the hospital chain to aid
their research. The team concentrated on the Data
Security and Data Centralization aspects of the
current information system in Apollo Hospital,
Ahmedabad. The study revealed the following
Data Security measures adopted:


Electronically Generated patient reports



Use of data login ID to regulate access

 Preventing tampering of laboratory reports by
their direct addition to patients records
Authority and Authentication process involving
senior doctors for any kind of report alteration
The Data Centralization part of the Information
System involved the following:

 Inter- Connectivity of Apollo Hospitals panIndia using the software Med Mantra
 Accessing patient data across Apollo hospitals using the ‘Integrate with External Systems’
Software.


Secured un-editable PDF fax for data sharing
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The Process of Data Sharing as a Patient is
being Transferred to Apollo Hospital
Step 1: Enquiring whether the patient was treated
at an Apollo Hospital before
Step 2: Use of Med Mantra to access patient information and suggestions of the previous doctor
Step 3: The rights to edit the data is transferred
to the new doctor who will attend the patient
Step 4: Treatment Reports
are asked for in
un-editable
PDF format if
the patient was
treated
elsewhere
Step 5: A three
layer checking
by Data Entry
Operator, Intern
and the Senior
Doctor to ensure the data
entered is not
different from the PDF format
Mobile Software Application Developed by the
Team
With the smart phone revolution and smartphones becoming cheap and available in every
hand a considerable number of individuals are
ever connected with the rest of the world all
thanks to the internet service available with it.
This realization led the team in developing a mobile app that comes at a fraction of the cost of
setting up a centrally managed system, considering the problem of Apollo, Ahmedabad, which is
not attached to the centralized network. This is
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backed by the motive of helping the public with a
solution that will enable and empower them to
reach out to the hospital.
The app discussed below is just a prototype with
4 modules or mobile app pages.
Module 1: About Us: Descr ibes the hospital,
facilities available, history, accomplishments etc
Module 2: Contact Us: A highly inter active
page
with
Google
maps,
dialer page etc
Module
3:
Emergency: This
is a one touch
dialer that will
redirect the user
to make an emergency call to a
pre-fed emergency contact number of the hospital facility
Module 4: Doctor’s
Appointment: This module was introduced to fix an appointment with the doctor real time by which the
hospital can streamline its operations and save its
overhead costs along with helping the patients in
saving time and money spend in travelling for an
outdoor consulting.
This real-time inputs of the patient name, mail id,
phone number, desired date of appointment and
the name of the doctor (if the patient previously
knows) are stored in a CSV format (Comma Separated Value) that can be downloaded and be
saved locally as an MS Excel file. CSV being a
very light file is handy as it occupies only a small
amount of space in the cloud.
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Inaugural of International Conference on Energy and
Infrastructure,
4 at SPM PDPU
Looking ahead for a sustainable and energy rich
future, the speakers from industry, academic institutions and students from around the world
made their presence felt at the two day International Conference on Energy and Infrastructure
2014 organized by School of Petroleum Management, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University.
ICEI 2014 started flamboyantly with inaugural
session been addressed by Mr D J Pandian - IAS,
Mr Kirit S Parikh and Prof Timothy Coburn.
Prof Coburn, Director, University of Tulsa threw
light on the progress, needs and challenges in the
Energy and Infrastructure sector in India. Prof
Coburn stressed on the importance of improving
the outlook on investments in Research and Development to tackle the future Indian Infrastructure Issues. He highlighted the energy demandsupply mismatch, Fuel Price Uncertainty, requirement for external investment and the technical, financial, operational and practical challenges India face in the Energy and Infrastructure
sector. He drew attention on the need for Smart
Grid Infrastructure and Digital Oil Field Technology to tackle the energy and infrastructure challenges that India is facing today.
Shri D J Pandian, Additional Chief Secretary to
Government of Gujarat, addressed the conference
offering insights on the challenges in Energy Sector including Green Barriers, Monopolies, Infrastructure issues in Coal Procurement, shortage in
nuclear fuel and the like. He stressed on the importance of a good political willpower, administration framework, friendly judiciary and audit
environment in overcoming these challenges. Mr.
Pandian suggested the need for Green Corridors,
a good energy mix and the focus on wind and so-

lar power in the development of the Indian Energy Sector.
Dr. Kirit S Parikh, Chairman, IRADe and Chairman, Expert Group for Low Carbon Strategy for
Inclusive Growth, Planning Commission of India,
stated that the increasing coal imports leads to
financial stress on the country which creates a
necessity for renewable energy sources. On addressing the issues and challenges in the Energy
and Infrastructure Sector he said, ‘one should
have clarity of policy, trust the market and push
research and development to meet the challenges
in Energy an Infrastructure’.
Plenary Sessions
The first Plenary Session saw Prof. Latha Ramchand Dean, Bureau College, University of Houson suggesting encouragement of investment in
infrastructure. Prof. Anurag Agarwal, IIMA
spoke about the issues faced by infrastructure
sector in India and the role of policy in avoiding
unnecessary arbitrations and focuses on consuming less energy fruitfully and asserted that the
biggest challenge for us lies in policy change. Dr.
T. Harinarayan Director GERMI focused on increasing the use of renewable energy resources
vis-à-vis reduction in use of non renewable energy resources and highlighted the innovative steps
taken in research in this direction by GERMI. Dr.
Biswajit Chakraborty emphasized on implementation of the solutions in overcoming the challenges faced by infrastructure sector in such a
manner so as to achieve operational excellence
and asserted that resource mobilization and
knowledge specification should be enhanced and
collaborations among educational institutes
should increase. Shri Vasant Agarwal MD of
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ECOMAX emphasized on energy conservation
being more or at least as equal to increasing energy generation and spoke about the Govt instituting policies which were practical and delivered
the desired result. He lamented on disparities in
energy usage in rural India. Prof. Coburn spoke
about the need for holistic thinking. He concluded by candidly stating that policies fail because of

Head-Corporate Affairs, Abellon Ltd spoke about
the challenges of Energy & Infrastructure in India
and emphasized the role of alternate energy
sources to mitigate the problems. Mr. Kishor
Nair, President at Welspun Energy Limited emphasized on renewable energy sources such as
Solar and Wind and their benefits as well as related key issues and challenges. Mr. Shaleen Shar-

unforeseen issues, regulations are imposed in order to prevent industries from miscalculating and
that it is the need of the hour that industries align
their operations as per regulatory frameworks.

ma, Presidnet and MD, BG India spoke about the
huge problem of managing demand of energy in
India and the world. He stated Natural Gas as a
POTENTIAL energy resource in future. He also
mentioned the necessity to develop facilities
which align with market.

The 2nd Plenary session saw Shri. Arun Kumar,Geophysicist-S, ONGC talk on Shale GasIndia scenario and proposed Shale Gas as a possible solution to resolve energy demand supply gap
and talked about the initiatives taken by government of India regarding problems of independent
operators in Shale Gas sector. Mr. Arpit Christy,
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In addition to the plenary sessions we witnessed
around 76 paper presentations by elite industry
members, academicians and students from Bschools across the country in the 12 technical sessions at SPM, PDPU.

SPMCampus
MIRROR|JANUARY
Buzz

Voice your opinions !
Google, is in the news again with yet another feather in its cap: The acquisition of Nest. The Search
Engine giant recently acquired the home automation start-up Nest Labs for a whooping US$3.2 billion.Google's acquisition signals that home energy management is a hot sector for investment.
Now apparently Google has 2 distinct motivations for its recent purchase: 1) A smart thermostat
and smoke detector are good additions to the line of connected gadgets from Google such as
Google Glass; and 2) This promotes Google's movements of clean energy and energy efficiency
investments.
Nest products are available in U.S., Canada and the United Kingdom for now, but there are chances
of Google introducing these Internet linked products in many other countries in the future.
As an after-effect of this entire event, there are reports of many existing nest customers discontinuing their products and shifting to different brands for 'safeguarding their privacy' reasons.
Several analysts say that US$3.2 billion is too high a price for a newbie company like nest; yet the
bigger picture visualized by Google is creation of smart homes with user-interactive gadgets.
Clean Energy, Smart and far sighted Acquisitions, Privacy Intrusion-Ethical issues...
A lot to give a thought upon !
We asked SPMites their opinions on this. Here we present the best answers:

Vatsal Sheth, PGP13:As per my view, Nest's App of reducing to mobile heat was going to
gain attention of masses, as preventing smartphones from heating up will be a key concern for users, as life is impossible these days without a mobile. That can be a major reason why Google chose
to acquire Nest for such a huge amount of $3.2 bn.
I don't think there can be issue for existing Nest customers to discontinue their products due to privacy issue as Google already has a person's data through many sources.
I think this reason for shifting to different brand is completely vague.

Aarti Lalwani, PGP12:Google acquired Nest which has the core competency of Nest’s
Learning Thermostat. This will get the search engine giant into Home Automation space, thus
broadening the horizons and making it more innovative technology savvy. Nest having the necessary technology expertise in operating thermostat using mobile phone technology is looking for
new innovations in this field, that is basically why Google paid a hefty amount of $3.2 billion to
acquire it. The fact that it has two products and both are market leaders was an added advantage.
The demand for budget accessible regularly in use automated services has seen a rise in the past
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necessary technology expertise in operating thermostat using mobile phone technology is looking
for new innovations in this field, that is basically why Google paid a hefty amount of $3.2 billion to
acquire it. The fact that it has two products and both are market leaders was an added advantage.
The demand for budget accessible regularly in use automated services has seen a rise in the past
half a decade of so, which is also a reason why Google thought the acquisition was justified, so a to
be able to enter the market sooner better than later. The Internet of Things seems to be the new
watch words in the technological arena. Getting into the home automation segment will also make
up for the losses incurred by Google due to fierce competition it faced in the cloud services segment by Amazon, thus giving it a chance to diversify.
The problem with the acquisition of Nest is that it will make Google an Information bank about its
customers which is not desired by people at large because their security would be at stake if Google
gets so much information about the customers. This information can be meddled or embezzled with
which could be a danger for the people using the applications and devices. What Google can do is
ensure the privacy of the customers and build faith among the target segment about the impeccable
quality and affordability of the products. The future that can be best fathomed is one with all the
appliances and devices linked to one another, with the use of mobile phones and audio/video operated remote controllers. The Jetsons’ like living is not very far away and Google can ensure that the
operating systems used are Android based.
Palash Acharya, PGP13:- Google has, by this acquisition, given rise to a lot of speculation and
indicated a lot many things. Principally being a software company, who has diversified into hardware too, acquiring a Hardware company, whose technology can be an asset for a lot of plans for
Google shows how Google plans to innovate in Hardware. Yes, this acquisition does have its own
complexities considering the Image of Google as the eavesdropper.
People who know Google know it very well that it believes in recording every single thing, and
how-much-ever may Google assure, trust cannot be instilled just by saying. To make the people
accept this acquisition, Google should first build trust in the people that their privacy will not be
challenged by it. Only this can make the people not return the Nest products.
On the other hand, financially speaking, those who think spending $3.2bn was crazy on Google's
part are Myopic. A company like Google who virtually knows everything that mankind has found
developed or made, cannot be crazy. The Thermostat made by Nest and its technology might have
been judged as very important by Google and hence the whopping figure. You never know, you'd
get to see an Upgraded Google Glass or a new Gadget by Google in the Home Automation domain
using Nest's technology in a few weeks time itself.
In a nutshell, this is a very smart & strategic move by Google, and I think we shall get to see more
of such moves by it in the near future, where it will try to strengthen its technological expertise in
Hardware by acquiring such small but significant firms.
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ANOTHER DOOR OPENED
Mr. Joe Oliver, Hon’ble Minister of Natural Resources, Canada visited the Pandit Deendayal University campus on the 16th of January’ 2014 along with a Canadian delegation to address the students on the opportunities available to them in Canada as a part of student exchange program. The
delegation consisted of Mr. Richard Bale, Hon’ble Consul General, Canada, members of the IndoCanadian Chambers of Commerce (ICCC) and others.
Hon’ble Minister emphasized the importance of the Indo-Canadian relationship and how the millions of Indians in Canada are contributing towards Canadian Economy in the fields of Science,
Arts, Sports, Trade, and Commerce and Academics.
He spoke about the rich Natural Resource base of Canada in terms of Potash, Uranium, Natural Gas
and Oil Reserves. He stated that the biggest challenge Canada will face is the Competition from
US, who happens to be one of the biggest buyers for Canada currently. He mentioned that India has
to think strategically and not solely rely on the Middle-East for their Oil supplies. Hence he considered India as
one of the biggest
potential Customers as well as
Capital Investor
for the Democratic
and Open to
Business Canada.
He stressed upon
the
IndoCanadian Educational relationship.
He urged everyone to rethink upon
Drain, and look at it
the term- Brain
from a different
perspective of Cultural exchange.
He ended his address
by saying that
by developing the
natural
resources responsibly,
the standard of
living of the people
everywhere can
be
significantly
raised.
Mr. Naval Bajaj
from ICCC congratulated PDPU for
being the pioneer in
Gujarat in establishing the Indo-Canadian Academic relationship. He also mentioned how necessary the exchange of Management professionals is, across the 2 countries for Bilateral Trade in areas, viz. Food and Agriculture, Energy and Education.
The meet began with Dr. P. K. Banik, Director General, PDPU, who enlightened the gathering with
a brief history of PDPU and its vision. He stressed upon the established relationship of PDPU with
US, Canada and Australia in terms of Academic Facilitation. He also said that PDPU as a University has focused on Internationalization since its inception.
Mr. Palak Sheth, Director of Planning and Development, PDPU along with Ms. Manasa Rao from
Office of International Relations also stated the importance of International Student Exchange Programs and the Cross-Cultural Exposure. They added that PDPU aims to give an International Exposure to more and more students in terms of studying at least one semester abroad. They also spoke
about PDPU’s Research on Shale Gas Technologies, Methane Hydrate and Research on Hydrogen
as a Fuel.
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Lohri Celebration

Mungfli di khushbu te Gurh di Mithaas,
Makki di Roti te Sarso da Saag,
Dil di khushi te aapneya da Pyar Mubarak Hove
Tuhanu
LOHRI Da Teyohaar…

Lohri is believed to be one of the most awaited festivals
amongst not only the Punjabis but across all communities of the country. Home away from home is what we
SPMites term our university to be. With no exceptions,
the students enthusiastically celebrated Lohri with bonfire, song and dance. A blend of traditional touch and
fun was visible amongst everyone present. SPM truly
leaves no stone unturned when it comes to celebrating
any festivals at the campus and spreading joy to all participants.

Kai Po Che Uttarayan

Uttarayan, kite flying festival is always at the top of the list for the Indian community that applies
especially to the Gujarati people. However this is only a myth now. SPMites saw the day with full
energy and liveliness where people from across campus came together and joyously celebrated the
festival of colors. Howls of “kaipo che” echoed in the campus and the air fights became just better
with every passing minute. Followed by the kite flying festival was celebration with dance that is
an integral part of any celebration. SPMites enjoyed the day in true spirit and the memories still are
fresh.
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AMUL Dairy Industrial Visit
Marking another milestone in learning from the experts and the industry, on the 7th of January
, the students of SPM organized an industrial visit to Amul Dairy, Anand. The students
were welcomed by the authorities and were briefed about the history of Amul and the part
played by Dr. Varghese Kurien in the development and promotion of Amul. The students were
then guided through Amul Dairy Museum and shown glimpses from the colourful past of Amul and Anand. A documentary featuring the timeline of Amul from the revolt against Paulson
Dairy monopoly to the latest product of Amul was played and the wheel on which the entire
system of Amul runs, the most reverend interdependence between the four core stakeholders
of Amul: Farmers, Employees, GCMMF and Consumers , was explained. The visit was followed
by an interactive session where the students got an opportunity to interact with the senior
official who shared with them his knowledge regarding milk and milk product distribution
system, different brands of Amul, the way Amul manages the demand and supply of milk and
milk products along with the intricacies of National Milk Grid and the role of )ndian Railways
in transporting Amul products from Gujarat to the farthest corners of )ndia. The students
were also given insights into the international markets of Amul and the various segments Amul is catering to. SPMites were given the golden opportunity to see the technical and operational aspects of Amul butter production and packing and were also explained the same by
the employees. An insight was also given into the various management information systems
in use and how the milk producers are the lifeblood of Amul’s business.

The Ambanis in the Limelight!
The PDPU campus saw the presence of one of th most dynamic personality of the industry, Mr
Mukesh Ambani at the campus on th January,
. The eager crowd and over enthusiastic
participants from across different schools of PDPU showcased their talent. The campus
looked a different place with stalls that carried the masterpieces of the student’s art and colorful rangolis that
decorated the campus in the most )ndian way. Mr Ambani expressed his feelin of rejuvenation that he always experiences during his visits to PDPU. (e conferred his assurance at the growth of university along with the students to greater heights in the near future and appreciated the all round development that they all avail.
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Race to Rein in Cancer
On 6th and 7th of January students of PDPU with the support from Dr Rita Banik, Counselor Women’s cell, PDPU successfully organized a donation campaign for Race to-rein-in-cancer, a charitable trust which helps to provide financial and medical aid to the cancer patients.
Some of the objectives of trust are to spread awareness about cancer through
presentations, group discussions and talks, one-to-one counseling of patients
as well as their relatives, organize as well as attend cancer related workshops,
conferences and awareness programs at national and international levels, provide financial and medical aid to the needy, participate in efforts towards provision of free cancer treatment from government and lowering the cost of cancer medicines in India.

Off Shore Wind Power Potential of Gujarat
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